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Abstract: This document is basically based on the magnetizing current phenomenon of transformer. In this paper we will see how the magnetizing current behave when the core material has linear and non-linear characteristics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A. Magnetizing Curve

At no load condition, Supply is connected on primary side of transformer, that current flow in primary is called magnetizing current. Another name is exciting current, whereas creates magnetic field in core and provides energy for no-load power losses in core.

Figure 1 shows the magnetization and demagnetization of a core under AC power. The curve on the left side is called the hysteresis curve of the magnetic material which represents the loss in magnetization and demagnetization of the core.

Hysteresis

Heat is produced when the friction occurs between the magnetizing force and molecules of the magnet known as hysteresis loss.

When internal magnetic field is applied, molecules of magnetic field are aligned with one side, and when the magnetic field is inverted, inner magnetic collision of cells opposes magnetic field leading to magnetic hysteresis. To wipe out or overcome this inner friction known as residual magnetism.

II. MAGNETISATION CURRENT

When the ac power source is connected to the primary transformer, the current flow is in the primary circuit even if it is not currently in the secondary. The transformer is said to have no load. If the current secondary zero is zero, then the current will also be zero. However, when the converter is not loaded, the current flow flows primarily due to underlying loss and complete spinal clearance. Figure 2 shows the components of the excitation current.

III. LINEAR CHARACTERISTICS OF MAGNETIZING CURVE

If the applied voltage to a transformer is sinusoidal then the core flux should also be sinusoidal. If the magnetization curve of the core material would have been linear then the magnetizing current in steady state would also have been sinusoidal. Figure 3 depicts the linear characteristics of the magnetizing curve.
As shown in Figure 3, if the magnetic curve of core is linear then if applied voltage is sinusoidal then core flux will be sinusoidal and due to linear magnetic curve the magnetizing current in steady state will also be sinusoidal.

IV. NON-LINEAR MAGNETIZING CURVE

Modern transformer operate with high core flux density due to economic reason and this derives the core into deep magnetic saturation with such a highly non-linear magnetizing characteristics.

Sinusoidal flux may only be obtained with a peaky magnetizing current containing dominant peaking third harmonic component if the higher order harmonics are ignored.

Fig. 4. Non-linear magnetizing curve of core material

In Figure 4, we will observe that if the magnetization curve of the core material is non-linear then sinusoidal flux may only be obtained with a peaky magnetizing current containing dominant peaking third harmonic.

Magnetizing current’s third harmonic component may only move if electric circuit permits. Hence the third harmonic component easily flow in the single phase transformer used in single phase circuit. However, in three phase transformer connection the third harmonic component of the three phases constitute zero sequence current and therefore may only flow if the primary star neutral is connected to the source neutral or they can flow in the closed delta winding.

In star-star connection third harmonic current will not flow due to this magnetizing current is forced to remain sinusoidal

V. INDUCED EMF ON WINDINGS

With a sinusoidal magnetizing current the core flux becomes flat topped containing dominant depressing third harmonic flux component constitute zero sequence flux and therefore will only get establish strongly if the magnetic circuit permits. Therefore this third harmonic flux component would easily get established in those transformers which have magnetically independent circuits, such as in three phase bank transformer, three-phase shell type transformer and five-limbed and four-limbed core type transformer. With a strong presence of third harmonic flux in star-star connected transformer having magnetically independent circuit, the induced emf of both the windings becomes peaky leading to high insulation stress besides creating a highly objectionable phenomenon called oscillating neutral.

The oscillating neutral is shown in Figure 7, which comes into picture due to the third harmonic flux.

- The above problem of peaky induced emf of oscillating neutral is solved by providing the tertiary delta winding in star-star connection of magnetically independent circuit of transformer.

Fig. 5. The non linear magnetic curve of the core with flat topped core flux

Fig. 6. The peaky induced emf of both windings

Fig. 7. Oscillating neutral
• The other option of connecting primary star neutral to generator neutral is never exercised because the generator phase voltage itself contains third harmonic voltages which would be impressed across the primary winding and get reflected into secondary winding and cause objectionable communication interference.

• In three-limbed core type transformer has magnetically interlinked circuit and therefore the third harmonic flux finds a path of very high reluctance through air and tank walls. Consequently, its strength remains negligible, hence there is a present trend to use star-star connections in three limbed core type transformers.

• Absence of low reluctance path for third harmonic flux in three limbed core type transformer results into an increased component of fifth and seventh harmonic components in magnetizing current.

• Since these cannot be suppressed by any electrical connection, the only solution to prevent them is to provide a five-limbed or four-limbed core structure.

VI. CONCLUSION

Due to the third, fifth and seventh harmonic (neglecting the higher order harmonics due to their negligible effect), it is difficult to obtain the desired emf, current or flux in the transformer. So, to avoid this, the only solution to prevent them is to provide a five-limbed or four-limbed core structure.
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